This article explores the nature of Catholic identity, as constructed in a Catholic social media site, PhatMass. This study, a month-long virtual ethnography of PhatMass, took place She worked for a Catholic non-profit organization for almost two decades, where she designed and taught spiritual and character development curricula for adolescents and university students.
Introduction
In February 2013, the Catholic Pope, Benedict XVI, broke with tradition and resigned.
Social media sites exploded with conversations about the significance of this event. One Catholic social media site, PhatMass 1 , witnessed a surge in online comments and discussions after the news of the Pope's resignation. PhatMass, founded and directed by lay Catholics-not which communication emerges. Community participants understand meaning through a "total experience" or "representations of experience" (Carey, p. 33). Culture does not happen to participants-they are born within culture, and co-substantiate culture while, and through, sharing experience. Culture may be called a sum total of "a set of practices, a mode of human activity, a process whereby reality is created, maintained, and transformed" (Carey, p. 65). A social media communicator logs on, emerges into an online culture, joins an existing scene, and takes part in the ensuing communicating.
The study of popular culture attends to daily communication among participants in a shared space and time (Carey 1989) and reveals a certain consciousness or approach to the world (Carey, p. 38) . Popular culture, created for and enjoyed by a group of people (Greeley 1988) , bears characteristic markings of those people who claim it as their culture. Popular culture provides artifacts around which people may gather or identify themselves, points to the beliefs and values that particular participants espouse, and may also describe places in which those beliefs and values are communicated through storytelling or expressions (Clark 2007) . Pieper (1948, p. 57) indicates that "culture lives on 'worship'," and this worship or celebration of festivals points to what a community values and aspires toward. In this way, pop culture artifacts reveal dimensions of participants' identities (Mazur and McCarthy 2001) . Schultze 1996; Woods 2013). Hjarvard (2008) proposes that religious beliefs are now primarily shared via media. This "mediatization" of religion means that the media, in place of institutional religions, primarily provides spaces for community gatherings and belief-sharing (Hjarvard 2008 ). Yet, although the media provides a changing landscape for religious conversations, voices for religious culture and popular culture continue to speak about how to create, consume, or share community culture (Campbell 2011).
b. Encouraging Catholic Engagement with Popular Culture
The Catholic Church has spoken frequently about its interaction with popular culture and media. The Catholic Church has, throughout its history, adopted symbols and practices from local cultures-from pagan festivals to fire and water rituals (Greeley 1988) . Some of these appropriations have become popular piety practices, part of the "religious sense" of the people.
This popular "religious sense" finds expression in cults to saints, praying the rosary, or reenactment of the stations of the cross (Greeley) . Catholics have sought engagement with popular culture (Soukup 2008), sometimes as lay members in the local culture (Greeley 1988) , or through official Catholic declarations. Historically, when Catholics appropriated popular expressions, As Hall (1990) proposes that cultural identity may be either a collectively shared culture or a coexistence of distinctive characteristics, while Yep (2004, p.79) describes cultural identity as "a social construction" that offers participants a sense of belonging and establishing expected ways of acting.
Particular translation of a broader cultural identity takes place through communication. Erikson (1968) located identity in the individual's confidence about inner "sameness," and Berger (1963) notes that one's identity with a group must be granted by the group. Cheney and Tompkins (1987) state that sub-groups or individuals express identification with the group by indicating similarity between particular and shared characteristics. The individual indicates identification with the group through using the same symbols, like language, or sharing the same beliefs (Cheney 1991) . These conversations about identity may take place at a broader cultural level, between group representatives in international dialogue, or between two individuals identifying shared beliefs.
The history of "Catholic identity" is complex. The parent term for Catholic, the Greek term kathalou, was mentioned first by Ignatius of Antioch in a letter in 107 A.D., when he stated "wherever the bishop shall appear, let the multitude of the people also be, even as, wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the kathalou" (Srawley 1900|2012) . Catholic meant universal, or allencompassing, and also took on the meaning of doctrine containing the whole truth, different than heretical doctrine containing partial truths.
The official communicators for the Catholic Church -the Vatican offices, the Pope, bishops, and Catholic representatives on a local level -propose criteria for a uniform Catholic identity in official written documents. The Catechism of the Catholic Church outlines these beliefs, codes and interpretations: for example, "We believe all 'that which is contained in the word of God, written or handed down, and which the Church proposes for belief as divinely revealed'" (Vatican 1993, no.182) . Catholic identity markers in liturgy and prayer include Eucharistic adoration, participation in the Mass and other sacraments (Vatican 1993, no. 914 ).
The Cathechism also encompasses a broader meaning for Catholic identity. Referencing a declaration from the Vatican II Council in 1960, it states:
"dissent from what are purported to be core doctrines does not necessarily fracture the tradition and unity of the church." Dissenting Catholics amplify the concept of Catholic identity beyond strict followers of hierarchical authority to include connected, autonomous doctrine interpreters (p. 9). The co-existence of dissenting Catholics with orthodox Catholics, who attend more closely to Vatican declarations, produces a multiplicity of Catholic identity definitions.
Recent official communication by the current Pope, Francis, offers a helpful metaphor for Catholic identity. Pope Francis proposed that "the Church is Catholic because it is the 'House of harmony,' where unity and diversity are able to be combined to be a richness" (Zenit 2013, no. 3). Catholic identity is embodied in persons who respect the shared beliefs and rules for living with others in this "House" and who dialogue about diverse opinions or needs. This dialogue is happening in online forums, as spaces for conversation about topics like diversity, dissent, and interaction.
d. Identity Indicators
Online communities and forums have been home to religious conversationalists for many years. Campbell (2005) , combining ideas from earlier researchers (Brasher 2004; O'Leary 1996 , Van Dijk 1997 and others) , defines online communities as "people gathering around a specific Thematic analysis of the PhatMass website and discussion boards was conducted from February 5, 2013 , through March 15, 2013 . I logged on daily from 11:00am to 1:00pm, 4:00pm to 6:00pm, and again from 9:00pm to 10:00pm. As 40% of social media users check Facebook several times per day (Rainie et al. 2013) , different times of the day may reveal different media practices. Therefore, I chose different times so as to note when different participants logged on to the discussion and how quickly comments were added. 
c. Catholics Calling on Popular Culture
PhatMass participants also showed enthusiasm for popular culture, and a pop culture PhatMass participants also value particular pop culture artifacts. They commented on products they appreciated, promoting among themselves "the most swagalicious Catholic t-shirts in existence", with names like "Catholic Swag V-neck," or "Catholic Beast Mode" (UrbanDictionary.com states that both "swagalicious" and "beast" mean "awesome" or "amazing"). . When a discussion has attracted ongoing participants and a number of signs of appreciation, the image of a "taco" is added. The taco is a symbol of popular approval that PhatMass members have created and sustained.
PhatMass participants also offered opinions on their favorite beers to consume, frequently commenting in the discussion thread named "Beer Garden: The Lost Art of Catholic Drinking."
The combination of religious affiliation with beer drinking seems to be a particular expression of PhatMass culture. The content accepted by moderators or valued in discussions reflects the particular brand of Catholic espoused by this community. The PhatMass members promote " a Catholic adaptation of the popular anime style of cartoon involving a superhero Pope battling the devil. PhatMass members joined in the informal approach to papal figures using popular expressions of affectionate approval, like "the Pope is dope" (UrbanDictionary.com states that "dope" can mean "cool" or "awesome"). When some members expressed discontent that the new Pope Francis was not wearing the traditional red cape, a PhatMass member replied, "Pope Francis is named after a saint who stripped himself naked; you lot should count yourselves lucky he's got anything on at all." PhatMass's informal approach to traditional Catholic themes communicates both amused enthusiasm and respect.
As PhatMass members referred to earlier conversations, they wove together a shared story, told and repeated over time. Some comments began with "remember when," or "this is what REALLY happened," and then others joined in with new interpretations of the stories. At the end of one discussion about the history of the name "Phat," one member posted: "Just goes to show you can give any meaning to anything and believe what ever you want." Meaning is made and re-made. As Catholics gather around popular images or phrases, they share understanding of what these images communicate in community. PhatMass participants interpret traditional Catholic beliefs using popular culture references, creating Catholic culture through their communication.
d. Constructing Online Civility
A Catholic blogger outside of PhatMass described it as "a grassroots movement within the Church, made up of numerous volunteers, to promote orthodoxy to the Catholic faith" (Penitent Blogger, 2004) . Communication that emerges in this type of Catholic grassroots forum provides distinctly different messages than communication from Catholic leaders.
PhatMass provides an online witness to one such informal conversation, and may give insight into how lay members communicate about Catholicism.
As an online community, PhatMass sets up its rules for engagement, and counts on a team of moderators to help enforce the rules. In the "Phorum Guidelines," posters are told "Do Not Post: Personal Attacks," "Harmful, rude criticisms of religions," "public criticism of moderators," "Catholic vs. Catholic bickering," or "mature content." "The Main Rule" is "Don't be a jerk." The eight PhatMass moderators acted on infractions throughout the month of this study by enforcing these rules. It was evident that rules were being enforced when text was deleted and the moderator posted "Edited by moderator", but I did not see any of these specific expressions of incivility before the moderator had deleted them.
PhatMass participants expressed incivility through name-calling or pejorative comments.
Certain topics like women's modesty, women priests, politics, and conservative Catholic bloggers attracted incivility. There were many examples of name-calling, sometimes serious and sometimes in jest. For example, when one member stated: "Please stop interrupting me," another member responded "Shut Up Hippie" along with an image of Richard Nixon. When one female member seriously proposed bathing dresses for increased modesty, another female member joked that "All the Blessed Mother's fashion magazines were discovered in the Qumran caves, and she definitely had a preference for these." Another discussion about modesty drew comically exaggerated responses from twenty posters, including a picture of a woman in a space suit with the comment, "I think it might show a little too much face." 
Space Online for Broadening Catholic Identity

c. Online Identifying with Catholicism
We can uncover the shared beliefs and views of this Catholic online community by attending to its narrative and core identity (Campbell 2005) . While PhatMass promotes an orthodox Catholic identity strongly identified with hierarchical Church teaching, less traditional Catholic identities are also emerging on PhatMass through pop culture references and member
Conclusion
American PhatMass members ritually log-in to their online Catholic community, gathering around identifiably Catholic traditions and calling on pop culture for self-or communal expression.
PhatMass participants co-construct this online community in a fairly civil environment, abiding by discussion guidelines and incorporating humor into communal negotiations of incivility.
Further study of how civility is fostered in online and/or religious dialogue would help shed light on how better to negotiate incivility in an online setting.
PhatMass is an online space where some lay Catholics are gathering to participate in conversations about Catholicism, outside official Catholic hierarchies or Catholic parish
